COV ER STO RY

SUMMER
WEDDING

Countdown
Behold the brides! Lauren, Jessica and more share shape-up secrets
BY SARAH GROSSBART

Lauren Conrad

Stylist Stacy London says a $1,500
linen J. Crew gown suits Conrad’s
California elegance: “It’s effortless.”
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“Picking out a dress has
been the most fun for
Lauren,” says a source.
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What She
Could Wear

Conrad once said she wanted a “ball
gown with . . . lots of tulle.” London’s
pick: a colorful $4,200 Lazaro.
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This silk organza Peter Langner
(price upon request) would “highlight
Jessica’s curves,” says London.

What She
Could Wear

Little Sis’ Big Day!
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The second-time bride may go
nontraditional. A $5,545 tea-length
Romona Keveza Collection shows leg.
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Kids Maxwell, 23 months, and Ace, 9 months, “will
definitely be part of the ceremony,” says a source.

“I just feel
so proud,”
Simpson
(Feb. 6)
has said of
her figure.

Ashlee Simpson isn’t racing Jessica down the
aisle. The singer, 29, and actor fiancé Evan
Ross, 25, “aren’t getting married for another year,”
says an insider. But the 5-foot-7 ex-ballerina is
thinking ahead and taking Tracy Anderson dance
classes “to get in shape,” says a pal. The mom of
Bronx, 5 (with ex Pete Wentz), has tapped a wedding coordinator as well: future mother-in-law Diana
Ross! “She’s a major part of the planning,” the insider says of the music legend, who has offered up
her Greenwich, Connecticut, estate and her talents.
Says the source, “She’ll likely sing at the reception!”
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Meals for
the star (on
March 12)
include
chicken and
broccoli.
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Kardashian (in Thailand March 31) will “have
several dress changes at her wedding,” says a pal.
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“I’m embracing
salads,” the
actress (last
June) tells Us
of her diet.

Gabrielle Union

S

he runs, jumps
rope and does
squats. But the
star, 41, devotes
much of her
five-day-a-week,
90-minute training
Union and
sessions to her guns.
Wade
Says her Miami-based pro
Ahmad Baari, “She boxes, does triceps work and pushup variations.”
CALLING THE SHOTS When it
comes to plans for their summer
vows, her NBA-pro fiancé, Dw yane
Wade, 32, is doing the heavy lifting.
Jokes the Being Mary Jane actress,
“This is his princess moment.”

Jamie Chung

C

ardio is a key
component of the
5-foot-6 beauty’s wedding
prep. “I want to make
sure I’m in shape enough
to dance all night!” she
tells Us of her twice-aweek spinning classes
at NYC’s Flywheel and
regular runs. The Believe star, 31, also wants
“strong arms” for her
strapless gown, “so I’m
doing yoga and Pilates.”
BONFIRE BRIDE She’s still
on the hunt for the perfect dress (“I’m a fan of
Monique Lhuillier,” she
hints). But she and fiancé
Bryan Greenberg, 35 —
engaged since December — may have found a
venue for their 2015
vows. “We want to
do it at this cool
campsite. It’ll be
like glamping!”
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Greenberg
and Chung
Chef Jamila
Crawford
whips up
vegan fare
for the star
(last July).
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